
Bedrooms: 5
Bathrooms: 5
Sleeps: 10

Price: €7,000 /pw

Property Details
For Rent Villa Cosmo - Mahon, Menorca, Spain

Located in a gated community within the tranquil hills of Binibeca featuring stunning views of the Mediterranean and an attractive exterior – this villa is
ideal for a relaxing getaway.

With beautiful sea views, a stylish and spacious interior and attractive exterior – this villa is in a privileged location close to Cala Torret.

Situated in the beautiful hills of a private community in Binibeca and featuring views of the Mediterranean, this villa is located just 5 minutes from the
pristine beach of Cala Torret – a quiet beach known for its stunning natural scenery and relaxed atmosphere and is just 8 kilometres south of Mahon.
The resort town of Binibeca is a tranquil residential spot that has not yet been discovered by major tourist operators – it’s the ideal destination for those
looking for those to escape the rush to a quiet paradise.

The five bedroom villa itself combines contemporary white washed style with neutral tones and natural finishes. The living and dining area adopts an
open plan, creating a very spacious and comfortable area complete with design furniture and attractive pieces of decoration. The dining table features
natural materials and designer chairs and sits by large glass sliding doors that seamlessly blend the interior and interior when open. The elegantly
modern kitchen features a central island bench and includes any modern appliance that guests may need during their stay.

The spectacular exterior of the property will prove to be a favourite with guests, featuring attractive and comfortable outdoor furniture with sofas,
chairs and a coffee table, an outdoor dining table for al fresco dining in the famous Balearic weather and a gorgeous pool surrounded by sun loungers –
the ideal exterior for unwinding on the perfect Menorcan vacation.

Additional Information

Minimum Stay: 7 days

Amenities: Air Conditioning, Swimming Pool, Sound System, Wifi, Barbecue

Type: Villa
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Air conditioning system
Private pool
Sea views
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